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Applies to BT software version v The Passenger can also listen to their own music source
available from their linked cell phone, while still being available for helmet-to-helmet intercom
conversations. When an incoming cell-phone call is received thru the system, the rider will view
on screen and make the selection to answer or reject the call with the handlebar controls. When
an incoming call is received by the passenger headset, the music will mute and a ring-tone will
be heard in the passenger headset only. If the passenger wishes to answer the call, they will
momentarily press their headset's multifunction button one time. When the passenger is
finished talking, they can simply wait for the other party to hang up or they can terminate the
call with a single press on the headset's multifunction button. Once the Rider and Passenger
headsets have been linked together for "private" helmet-to-helmet communications, either can
activate or terminate the intercom function with a single press on the intercom button on either
headset. These intercom volume adjustment settings will be remembered by each headsets so
there will be no need to "fiddle" with them each time the helmet-to-helmet intercom function is
activated. After starting the bike and music is playing into the Rider and Passenger headsets,
lower the CB squelch setting to level 1 and confirm that the CB background static noise is heard
in the headset. For the duration of that ride sequence. Then turn the CB squelch control back up
to about level 8, or however high is necessary to remove the background CB static, at which
time the music will return to both the Rider and Passenger headsets. Motorcycle Audio. Rider to
link their headset to the Rider HS feed from the Bluetooth system menu. Passenger to link their
headset to the Passenger HS feed from the Bluetooth menu system. Passenger to link their cell
phone direct to their own BT headset NOT to the audio system on the Wing Rider and
Passenger headsets to be linked together in simple secured pairing mode SSP for "Private"
helmet-to-helmet intercom conversations. How To Answer Rider Cell Phone When an incoming
cell-phone call is received thru the system, the rider will view on screen and make the selection
to answer or reject the call with the handlebar controls. How To Answer Passenger Cell Phone
When an incoming call is received by the passenger headset, the music will mute and a
ring-tone will be heard in the passenger headset only. How to Use Rider-to-Passenger Intercom.
For the duration of that ride sequence Then turn the CB squelch control back up to about level
8, or however high is necessary to remove the background CB static, at which time the music
will return to both the Rider and Passenger headsets. Product Videos Software Updates. Orders
placed during the weekends or the following holidays will ship the next business day. Learn
more about Dennis Kirk. We're always looking to improve your shopping experience. If you
have experienced a problem with our website, please describe the issue in as much detail as
possible so our team can explore it further. Details Shipping Cutoff Times. Click here for more
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Help keep this website alive. Donate what you will. No amp. No Scoche remote. Has all kinds of
extras besides just music! Since Larry fixed my microphonics see below , I use these quite
often when on the slab where speeds negate using speakers and wanting to use my HAM radio.
Nuttin' else is needed. We waited about 10 years for Larry and the gang to catch up. They did!
To lift the instrument cluster, you have to remove speakers. When your intercom is on, when
you tap on the gas lid does it sound like it's right there in your headphones? Larry can fix it!
Click here for details. This works fine as long as both sources are not on at the same time.
Power one or the other, not both shown at right. Shown at left you can construct a box to
actually have discreet sources using a DPDT switch from Radio shack and two output stereo
phone plugs part numbers shown. Should one want to switch two male inputs, one can
construct a switch box with three females such as the one below. Useful for bluetooth or using
a double male extension cord for both. They are tiny, paper, they vibrate, resonate, distort like
mad and have no clue as to what bass is at all they think it's a fish. Paper cones on "outdoor"
speakers? Four inches? When I was ampless at first and relying only on the not too slouchy
OEM audio unit to supply power, I installed a second set of the Alpines in the back and it was
good. Very good. Because each set of speakers fills in where the other set is deficient, they
work together in slick symbiosis. The super efficient Alpine's are adequate with or without
amplification. The Sony's, however, begged for a more powerful amp to achieve full potential. I
believe my journey to GL audio excellence which has taken several months is finally at an end.
This article has changed from time to time as I have explored different avenues. All of the
options I tried along the way are offered here in some detail so read this entire article before
making a decision on what you will install to satisfy your own personal audiophile needs. The
magnets are small the whole speaker is only about an inch and a half deep! These will slip right
into the front with a little modification like this Remove your front speaker grilles, meter panel
see the pic for unplugging the button wire under the meter panel by the key and OEM speakers.
To get at that hidden speaker screw, tug down on the inside upper corner of the speaker box.
Pop out all of the OEM mounting grommets that the screws were in. It is important to seal off as
much of the bass radiation from the rear of the speakers as possible, so now put duct tape on
all the screw holes doubled over lay it on top and fold it over into the main box. Pop out the trim
clip holding the meter panel visor by pushing in the center with an awl and take it out save it!
Replace with a zip tie tightly and trim the tie. Later on, if you need to, you can just cut the tie and
put on another one. These trim clips are in the way and they must go. Optionally, stuff the boxes
with some speaker fill which can be obtained at any audio shop or you can even use polyester
pillow stuffing from WalMart. This reduces resonance and enhances bass It works, trust me.
Again, you want to kill as much of the bass radiating from the rear of the speakers as possible.
Keep it from coming out the front if it does, it will cancel the bass at certain frequencies. Hang
on to all the parts that came with the speakers. You will be using them in a unique way. First
thing to do is grab four j-nuts and make four "hooks" by spreading them and cutting off the part

that accepts the screw. I suggest you look at the big pic for details on this. We will be using only
two screws per side and we need the other four j-nuts as they came. These cut easily with the
fancy shears as seen on TV cutting nickels Put your hooks onto the screws and holding the
good j-nuts under these holes - inside top ones and outside bottom ones - run the screws
through the duct tape at the outer most portion of the holes while holding the j-nuts so the
screws run into those too, but leave them loose. Prep the speakers by cutting off all four tabs
with your nifty shears. Plug in the connectors you should crimp the OEM connectors a little with
pliers so they are tight on the smaller terminals of the Alpines. Orient the speakers as shown
tweeter points to upper inside corner so there's clearance for the terminals and slip the speaker
into place. Then tighten securely so the speaker is seated and doesn't wiggle vibrates later if
you don't do this right and the rubber surround of the speaker does not contact any hard parts.
Paint the screws and hooks black with a little touch up paint because you can see the bottom
ones. Click here for scrollable printable pic. Put your meter panel back in place and instead of
the trim clips you took out, use zip ties there too if you use the trim clips, they might hit the
surround of the speakers. When you put them in, be careful not to get it around the speaker wire
leads. As mentioned, lay in a supply of these 4" zip ties since to remove this panel you'll have to
cut them with dykes diagonal cutters and replace them. Oh, and save your trim clips - the GL
uses lots of them and they are easy to drop down somewhere you can't fish them out ooops!
These things are purty so who needs speaker grilles ok, me too - oh well Now for the back. Take
off your rear seat backrest, seat, inner trunk lid and pods. Don't mix screws! Some are longer
and make sure you remember where they went. Don't use a long screw to put your trunk inner
lining back on, use only short ones there. You need to remove the inner trunk lid to get to the
hidden screw on earlier models. Click here to see it. These things just barely fit in there. You
need to clip HALF of two of the tabs. Please look at the pic for details too hard to describe and
my fingers are tired and all cut up from digging in these sharp plastic panels and channels. Only
one screw up top and don't tighten too much or you'll warp the speaker rim. Put the first screw
shown into the OEM hole and turn the speaker so that your trimmed tab is almost against the
side of the pod and the lower part of the Alpine is sorta aligned with the OEM speaker opening.
Then just use the Alpine self tappers and a screw gun to run the other ones into the plastic.
Once you've got them screwed in there, put duct tape and some weather strip around the
speaker blocking as much rear radiation as possible from coming out the front. Plug those
puppies in and re-install your pods. Do the smoke test With the leftover weather strip, fix your
trunk rattle! The rear speaker plug pictured is under the seat inside the boot. It's black and has
places for four connections. Easy to find inside the boot there. See the picture click here. Bang
it, drop it, juggle it, wheelies on the wing with the thing in the AUX box Click for spec sheet. This
is Net MD Lite in my opinion. No line in, no external power supply, smaller display. If you only
have one, then get the MZ-N at least. The EC amp fits right in the trunk and because everything
is included that you will need - choke, terminals, good speaker wire for clean runs and great
directions - this amp is a nice choice for those not too meckanikally inclined ie you don't have
to go cutting into the case, it just drops right in there.. But, for real power, I went to the
Rockford-Fosgate which works much better see below. Since I did install this amp first and you
may want to, here goes I set the amp on top centered and marked where the holes will go see
the offset, the feet of the amp were just at the edge of the bars. Drilled holes and mounted the
amp to the bars with the supplied screws. This puts the screws right at the edges of the trunk to
keep this from moving around without putting holes in the trunk. I then took out the assembly
and added the 3M body molding tape strips where the bars set on the ridge inside the trunk.
Don't take the covers off the tape just yet. Many thanks go to my Brother Tony who cut
installation time in half It's a Sound Storm F If it does not match the amp on Electrical
Connections web site, don't e-mail me about it, e-mail Lewis at Electrical Connections as to why
this is the amp you get instead of what's pictured on Electrical Connections web site.
Connections are keyed to the colors above. The high level input connections on the EC amp I
used were color coded and the output connections were labeled clearly. Just connect the
colored dots. If you are still confused, it's helpful to think of these purple cables as two way
streets - same street, but you travel both ways on it - you start at the OEM speaker outputs and
go to the AMP store to get POWER then bring the power back along the same road the other
direction and deliver the power to the speakers. Also, the extra power your regular stereo is 25
watts out as is and the EC map seemed barely more than that this cleans up the sound and
makes for better overall performance. Like Honda says - performance first! This is awesome.
Fosgate's patented heat sink works dandy but for those hot summer days, see below. And,
don't fret when you see this amp in the store It has very large "ear lobes" click to see but they
are just fluff and you can use them for boat anchors if ya want. Here's how ASEL works. At
"home. Tune your radio and set your own personal presets for your "home" area. Tune a band

and a station and hold the number button you want to assign to that station. Now you have 36
stations preset. Your original 18 and the A-SEL Press and quickly release A-SEL so it's not
displayed. Your "home" stations take over the preset buttons. The A-SEL takes over your
presets. When you get back home, just press and quickly release A-SEL so it does not display
and your buttons are all back to the stations you preset manually while you were home.
Advantage - NONE! It was not worth the work which I knew would be the case anyway, but what
the heck, I was bored. It is not really necessary to shield speaker wire. Noise is not mainly
introduced after the amp, but it is good to keep the runs short as possible and away from power
wires. More on wiring here - click here to review - I agree with Mr. The higher the audio unit
output, the lower the gain setting will usually be. Since the GL audio unit puts out 25 watts as
specified by Honda, you will likely have the input gain on amps set low since 25 watts is rather
high. On the Rockford-Fosgate amp, seems that gain set only about an eighth of way up works
good. I had much trouble with it loosing contact which causes some very strange symptoms in
the audio system and thought that other circuits or heat were to blame. Not so. It was the AUX
connector. Pinch the terminals on the female end of the plug so they will grab the males very
tightly and douse this plug with lots of bulb grease to keep it from burning contact. Here's a pic
click. I have since soldered these wires and eliminated the plug. Heck, to install it you needed to
push it through a hole and seat the grommet. Why not just make it a solid trouble free wire and
if you need to take out the pocket, pop the grommet. Dunno, likely nothing since I'm very happy
with this system. Car speaker model numbers change faster than weather patterns so it is
nearly impossible to keep model numbers and links updated. I won't answer e-mails about
"What speakers will fit" simply because I don't have the motivation nor the funds to try every
brand on the market. Check the drawings that I have kindly supplied for dimensions to check
potential fits. Most speakers come in boxes that have the dimensions printed on the outside for
you to compare. If I don't respond to an e-mail question, it's more than likely because the
answer is already here so read carefully. This article is very detailed with good illustrations.
Please limit your e-mail questions to things that are not already covered here. This article
makes no attempt to describe basic stereo functions. For an intro to car audio click here for
Crutchfield's Advisor site. Take off the seat. Using the wires that came with the speakers if you
don't already have wires back there I made a "connector" out of four small spades trimmed to
be a little slimmer with - yup - shears. Tape it all up securely. Route them so they have about six
inches in the rear pods and don't get caught in the trunk hinges. Leave a bunch left over in case
you get an amp later. You can just cut your wires if you want, but you may need to unplug. You
can get a trailer plug four prong and make a good connector here by splicing, but this should
work ok. As a side bar here. My digital camera bit the batteries and I took one just for a lark and
put it into the Sony. It does everything any MP3 digital system can do plus everything your old
cassette recorder could do plus everything your PC's CD maker can do - plus Mega bass shuffle play - skip - play list - "group" - erase track - edit - the list goes on and on Did I mention
that it's only 3" x 3" x 1" big? I can't find an MP3 unit that will do all this thing can do with MP3
and then all it does besides, just like an old cassette tape recorder if ya want or rip a CD in a few
minutes on the PC. I don't want a CB. I don't want a mike or a chatter box lord knows there's
enough chatter already! I do want headphones and prefer ear buds since they fit inside my
helmet and don't interfere with my hearing or balaclava. But the DIN plug is so bulky I just
added a phone jack. Make sure it's shielded wire what looks like a single wire setup, not three
separate visible wires. Now, cut the wire on the extension cord so the female is about 3" longer
than your DIN wire. The trick here is to determine which wire is which in your extension cord.
They all vary on color. Strip the wires on your MALE end that we won't use. Check continuity on
the wires and see which one goes to the very tip end of the plug. The other wire is LEFT which
is the center band of the plug and the bare wire wound around these two is easily identified as
shield for the band closest to the rubber part of the plug. The wires on the female end will match
duh! Prepare your piggyback easy splices click here for details. Speakers on one side and
power on the other like the man says, keep 'em separate. The ground wire was to the frame
under the seat. The "choke" is dropped into the trunk under the amp and connected from there.
Everything else, just follow the excellent instructions that come with this kit. This puppy is a
great value from Electrical Connections for the novice. As mentioned, everything wiring, etc is
included in the kit with some extras and instructs. WOW what a difference! Volume at about 14
is what it used to be at 30, but there's good tone and quality to the sound. I sure ain't gonna do
the wiring diagram for this one. Just follow the excellent instructions that Lewis sends with the
amp and set the gain at high noon halfway up. I thought I might show the wiring. All items
shown concerning the audio are included with the superb amp kit from Electrical Connections
along with instructions. But if you are doing a "custom" you can get the purple four conductor
cable from any audio store and the connectors at Radio Shack. This makes wiring simple and

neat with little effort. Once you take out the front speakers as described above, pull the fairing
pockets and the fairing switch panels so you can reach. Remove the side covers and the seat.
Remove the 10mm nuts from the rear corners of the top cap and pull out the top cap a little
there for some room. Once it exits from the rear of the top cap at the tank, route as you please,
but keep the speaker wires away from power wires as much as possible. If yer using the EC kit,
the purple wire makes it very easy since you are essentially working with only a single wire
each side instead of four wires. Into the trunk they go then cut to size. If you are just running 16
gauge two conductor speaker wire for a two channel amp, this is really easy. The rear ones are
easy as cake or izzat a piece of pie? From above, there's already wires there from the
installation of the Alpine Speakers. In this case, I used additional bullet connectors at all the
wires for the rear since trunk removal may be necessary sometime down the line. The amp is
grounded as closely as possible to itself so I chose the rear most bolt on the frame. No paint to
scrape and a good chassis ground. The pic shows it all. With Lewis's kit or stuff you get on your
own, like the purple cable this ain't exactly rocket science, but it is tedious and it's helpful to
label your wires and keep notes. The Alpines which are superb as noted and which fit both front
and rear. The dimensions of speakers that will just bolt into the rear as described here are seen
below, click for pic. But, on with my story For only They were calling to me in that deep voice
and I could not resist. These will fit in the rear pods without modification in the same screw
holes described for the Alpines above. They have H. They MAY fit up front, but will not slip into
the enclosures without modifying the enclosures themselves. This would necessitate pulling
the windshield and all the other stuff up there and then cutting into the plastic some. Not as
neat a trick as slipping in the Alpines and I doubt if I'll do it because These puppies do pound
for a little speaker. They are a nice complement to the Alpines which I still have up front and will
keep up front. The tonal quality is much different between these two and the Sony's act like little
subwoofers in the pods back there while the Alpines supply the crystal clarity for mids and
highs. Mounted in the pods, the Sony's also enhance the highs as well since they are three
ways and the tweeter gets mounted so it's at the bottom of the pod for good dispersion as
shown the OEM's pointed at the armrest not out the screen. It's a very interesting combination.
Because these speakers have different qualities and mountings, they enhance different
frequencies and have deficiencies in different frequencies and each acts as a complement to
the other in a pleasing way. Instead of listing to a band from the audience, you feel like you are
IN the band maybe the drummer. The bassist is behind you, the lead guitar in front and the
singers are side by side with you. It's WILD! Click here for s pic of the XS-V installed in a pod.
They are a very tight squeeze, but they work. Click here for scrollable printable pictwo. So, even
though I am extremely happy with my Mini Disc from Sony, there is now a great alternative. It's
awesome and a neat installation is not too hard on the GL I've got mine mounted in the left
pocket where the Sony will still reside from time to time, but there's a little more needed done
for the Roady. First - power. I picked up a cigarette lighter socket from Auto Zone for a coupla
bucks and soldered a pigtail using two conductor trailer plug to it. Sticky tape the fixture to the
pocket corner and secure with a zip tie through two holes drilled on either side. Running 12
volts to it is not too hard, just fish some wires up there as described above and set it up, but
have the trailer plug on the fished supply line with the hot wire jacketed opposite of what comes
off the lighter socket. While your fishing the wires for power, fish the antenna lead as well and
bring it through the AUX wire grommet which is eliminated. Run the antenna wire under the seat
and up behind the removed rear seat back and just insert the antenna through the large harness
hole where you can simply sticky tape it to the inner trunk lid. Stuff all the 20 some feet of the
wire that's leftover into the hole too and put the seat back back on. Very slick! This installation
is "semi-" permanent because I got an extra Terk Xmicro antenna from Crutchfield mounted on
the truck and a Delphi SAP1 Home Unit from Circuit City as well so I can enjoy the same great
music riding, driving the truck or sittin' on the sofa! Just plug and play wherever I go! I love it! If
one desires to have two audio sources feed the GL AUX input, one can use a simple female to 2
males splitter. Click any picture to see enlargement Click resulting picture to see next Use
backspace key for previous. Power does what power is. Optionally cut off the feet of the amp.
Cutting is the hard part click for pic. You'll need a good quality hack saw or a metal cutting band
saw but the saving grace is that the aluminum case is soft and not too tough to cut. Make sure
you keep fragments out of the circuitry, blow them out with compressed air when done cutting.
Don't cut off the screw bosses which mount the bottom cover but cut the case just even with
the ends of that bottom cover this voids the warranty, so test it first. The wiring is simplified see
pic below - hook both the front and rear speakers to the same amp output terminals since it's
only a two channel amp. Use just the OEM rear speaker out leads at the four pin mini under the
seat click for pic to the high level amp four pin input gang see drawing. Ground also to the
battery. With only a two channel amp, you lose FADER fade your audio unit all the way to the

rear but FADER is not really that important since the wing has such a small sound envelop you
never notice. However, when the mercury rose above comfort level, the S cut off after about two
hours due to heat. The solution was to add a 12VDC brushless computer pancake fan to draw
out the hot air. I added a little cage on top of the fan using strips of zip ties to keep wires from
working their way into and stalling the fan. There is ample room under the trunk bottom and
inner rear fender for the flow. You can probably get away with just using a hole saw, but it is a
good idea to remove the rear fender piece to make sure no wires will be cut with the hole saw
under the trunk. Your application may vary depending on your equipment, but try to keep any
holes in your trunk from being in direct line with the rear wheel spray. The Shack fan runs 13
cfm but with the restriction I estimate it should exchange the air in the compartment about 7
times a minute, more than adequate for keeping the amp cool enough to run in hot weather. At
the time of the earlier writing, MP3 players were in their infancy, the capacity was expensive and
miniscule plus it was of dubious quality for a true audiophile. The Mini Disc was a better deal in
many ways at that time. But now, with all the MP3 players available with capacity to have quality
as well, it's time to move on. Apple's iPod Nano is absolutely awesome. My entire mini disc
collection now resides in something the same size as the reflector on the side of your front
wheel! And there's still room for two more collections of that size left free! The control is bigger
and easier to handle on the road. Highly recommended! This is also a safety item since iPod's
touchwheel is so sensitive, it's not something you want to fool with when you're riding. Shown
in the picture is also a Sigma Bicycle Trip computer which keeps track of mileage, totally
accurate speedo, max speed, average speed and more. The solution to this is a high pass filter.
Putting a uF capacitor in line with your speaker leads will clip the low frequency off at about Hz.
You will likely not hear any loss of tonal richness. Because 3, 4, and 5 inch speakers are not
really designed for frequencies that low, trying to reproduce them will do little more than distort
or pop the cones. With this high pass filter in line, you will notice a big difference in sound
quality form your speakers without loss of tonal richness. If you get the Axial caps, pay
attention to the direction of current flow. Bi-polar caps can be used, but Axials are cleaner. The
grey band on axials is normally the negative side if there is not an arrow on the cap such as
shown here. By the way, one cap for each speaker. The information on these pages is accurate
to the best of the author's knowledge. The author can assume no responsibility for the use or
misuse of this information by the reader. The reader is expected to secure any other information
needed from Service Manuals or other sources. Orders placed during the weekends or the
following holidays will ship the next business day. Learn more about Dennis Kirk. We're always
looking to improve your shopping experience. If you have experienced a problem with our
website, please describe the issue in as much detail as possible so our team can explore it
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any other aftermarket vendor and have them all at the lowest guaranteed prices. Not only that,
but we have them all in-stock and ready to ship to you today. Plus we have a no-hassle return
policy, so you can shop with complete confidence at Dennis Kirk! We want to hear from you!
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